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Background
In September 2012 the Planning and Land Use Commission of Castle Valley, Utah, sent out a survey informing recipients
that its purpose was to gather information from the community as part of the Town’s General Plan review and update
process, which is done about every five years. Results of the survey are crucial in order to gauge property owners’ values
and beliefs about land use and growth and what they envision for the future of our Town.
The General Plan provides the legal basis for land use ordinances and policy issues and gives long-term guidance for
future decision-making. In order to be effective, it should also embody the goals and desires of the community. Castle
Valley is not a static entity. It is made up of dynamic individuals with a demographic that has changed significantly since
the Town’s beginnings. It is influenced by the pressures and growth of the greater region and the world of which it is a
part. Effective planning for the Town’s future helps create stability for its citizens and assures a satisfying place to live
that reflects the values of its property owners.
Castle Valley was initially a large ranch, which was subdivided into five-acre minimum lots. The Town was officially
incorporated on July 26, 1985. The Town Government has often had to do the best it can with what it inherited - a unique
subdivision created with very little forethought towards long-term planning. Castle Valley has managed to remain a rural
residential and agricultural community, made up of five-acre minimum lots with single-family homes in association with
low-impact livestock and agricultural uses. The Town currently allows home and premises businesses to operate with a
conditional use permit, but no other commercial activity has been allowed.
Past Town surveys conducted in 1987, 1996, 2001, and 2007 have shown that the vast majority of property owners have
been opposed to commercial development but do support low-impact home-based businesses. Since the last survey was
conducted in 2007, rising fuel prices and an economic recession have brought new challenges and pressures for property
owners and residents. However, findings from this survey continue to affirm similar attitudes and values of past surveys.
The Town is nested within a county that has 96% of its lands undeveloped, with a national park and a and state park, and
other public lands. Being surrounded by large tracts of undeveloped public land provides a unique and rare setting for the
Town. Its pristine and undisturbed natural beauty is a primary factor in the quality of life in the Town. Yet, Castle Valley
can best be described as a Wildland Urban Interface - a place where residential areas border and interact with
undeveloped wildland vegetation. Its setting presents several human–environmental conflicts that should be taken into
consideration when looking at long-range land-use planning, such as policies that help address ecological principals,
wildfire threats, and conservation issues.
The unique and sensitive nature of the land and water of Castle Valley and the effects of climate change call for creative
and new ways of managing land and our local and global environments, as well as our relationships to one another. It is
the intention of the Planning and Land Use Commission to use the results of this survey to determine the public’s view
regarding long-range planning for the Town while taking into account these factors.

Trends
Past surveys have shown that what people value most about Castle Valley is its peacefulness, scenic beauty, quiet, dark
night skies, open space, remoteness and solitude. The results of the 2012 survey continue to show wide support for
these core community values. It is clear that the vast majority of respondents wish to preserve the unique quality of life
found here in Castle Valley.
Nearly all respondents feel that rural character and/or natural landscaping contribute to the reasons they have property or
enjoy living in Castle Valley (Question B2), and nearly half of the respondents feel that “agriculture and livestock” are
contributing reasons for having property in Castle Valley (Question B1).
Question C1, which had the greatest amount of support of all action questions (questions that asked about the Town
taking a specific action), showed that an overwhelming majority wishes to preserve the open space of undeveloped land
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in the upper part of the valley. Question G1 showed that respondents significantly favor the Town being proactive in
addressing regional issues that may affect the quality of life in Castle Valley.
In section I.1 , Let Your Voice Be Heard, 69% or more of respondents gave a medium to high priority rating to each
community value listed. There were very few respondents (1% - 3%) who did not favor (zero rating) continuing to protect
or maintain each of the values listed in Section I.1 .
When asked what respondents like best about life in Castle Valley the following responses were given, listed in the
order of most cited: quiet, scenic views, strong sense of community/friendly people, dark night skies, open space, rural
atmosphere, seclusion/privacy, remoteness/solitude, wildlife, clean air and water, diversity of people and lifestyles, lack of
strict regulations, lack of commercial development, opportunities for agriculture and gardening.
When asked about their vision for Castle Valley, most respondents advocated for the valley to “stay the same.” Other
commonly cited answers included sustainable agriculture, self sufficiency, or homesteading; sustainability and renewable
energy technologies; rural commitment; keep the five acre minimum lot size and one dwelling per lot; no commercial
development; limit growth and overall development; protect air and water quality; design and create a meeting or
gathering place; and clean up “junk.“
Write-in Questions
The survey consisted of several open-ended questions, which asked respondents to “write-in” their own specific answers
rather than choose from a list of possibilities. The answers to write-in questions are difficult to quantify because of the
variety of responses, however the following recurring comments were made that are worth noting: clearing “junk” and
maintaining the overall appearance of individual lots, along with regulations for the types of buildings allowed to better
prohibit “unsightly” structures; concerns that the Town has too many regulations and support for limited government and
lower taxes; and advocating for commercial uses such as a convenience store. In comparison, other responses to openended questions showed support for the following recurring comments: continued support for the diversity of people and
lifestyles and unique, individualized homes; and no commercial development.
It is important to note that these recurring comments represent between 2 – 7% of the total 192 respondents that
submitted a survey. While these numbers may seem like a small percentage of the overall respondents and may even
seem to contradict one another, they are useful in showing directly what people are thinking without having been
prompted and help to illustrate possible topics of concern for future discussion and consideration.
Respondents were not asked directly whether they supported most of the issues cited in the recurring comments listed
above; however, Question I.1 asked directly if respondents continued to support “no commercial development beyond
what is currently allowed.” 76% of respondents gave this policy a medium to high priority rating with 14% of respondents
stating that they “did not favor” continuing this policy.
Action Questions
There were fourteen questions throughout the survey that asked respondents if they favored the Town taking a specific
action. While four of these action questions showed more respondents “against,” eleven received a greater number of “in
favor” responses.
The four action questions listed below show those that had a majority of respondents opposed:
1. Question C3, “Do you favor the Town exploring senior housing options for Castle Valley residents?”
•
•
•

36% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
23% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
40% neutral

2. Question G2, “Do you favor the Town passing any future resolutions that support a political point of view on national
issues that have the potential to affect Castle Valley residents?”
•
•
•

41% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
35% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
24% neutral
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3. Question E4, “Do you favor the Town amending its Animal Control Ordinance to include a leash law in order to
receive animal control services?”
•
•
•

40% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
36% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
24% neutral

4. Question F3, “Should the Town sponsor more opportunities for community gatherings and events?”
•
•

55% Against (“no”)
45% Favor (“yes”)

The four questions listed below show the action questions most favored:
1. Question C1, “Would you favor the Town pursuing all possible options to keep these open lands (BLM/SITLA land
swap parcels) in the upper part of the valley from being developed?”
•
•

91% Favor (“yes”)
9% Against (“no”)

2. Question B4, “Do you favor educating and encouraging property owners to use non-toxic herbicides and/or
pesticides on their property?”
•
•
•

77% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
8% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
16% neutral

3. Question F2, “Do you favor having cell phone service in the Valley?”
•
•
•

77% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
9% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
13% neutral

4. Question G1, “Do you favor the Town being proactive in addressing broader regional issues that have the potential to
affect the quality of life in Castle Valley?”
•
•
•

76% Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” responses combined)
11% Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
13% neutral

Response Rate and Description Sample
In early September 2012, the Planning and Land Use Commission mailed surveys to all property owners. Of the 364
surveys mailed, 192 were returned, giving a response rate of 53%. Property owners that own multiple lots were sent only
one survey. Of the surveys returned, 78 (41%) came from Residents, 45 (23%) from Part-Time Property Owners, 42
(22%) from Non-Resident Property Owners, 1 (less than 1%) from a Renter, and 29 (15%) with an undeclared residency
status. The 2010 census shows 291 housing units in Castle Valley occupied by: 150 (52%) resident property owners; 20
(7%) resident renters; and 121 (42%) non-occupied because of seasonal/occasional use or are vacant. Overall, this
survey’s sample appears to be fairly representative of the make-up of Castle Valley, with the exception of renters who
may be lacking in per capita responses and perhaps, to a lesser degree, for residents who seem to be represented by
about 11% less per capita.
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Findings: General
This report shows overall results and findings. Most tables include the number of respondents who answered each
question along with the percentages of respondents in parentheses. It is important to note, however, that surveys such as
this are not flawless. Respondents sometimes do not answer certain questions. Therefore, even though we received 192
responses to the survey, some findings and tables do not contain 192 responses. The percentages provided in the
findings and tables, though, do reflect "valid proportions" - a percentage of all respondents who answered that particular
question. Tables for Questions A8 and A9 that delineate findings by residency status, show percentages of all
respondents from each specific residency status category, including those who did not answer that particular question.
Bar graphs are included in the main section of the report after each of the fourteen action questions. Comparison tables
are also included that show the results of similar questions side by side. Tables comparing results between residents and
all respondents, or between registered voters and all respondents, are provided in the main part of the report for questions
that might affect one group more significantly than another.
Appendix C shows survey results separated into the following categories: Resident Property Owner, Part-Time Resident,
Non-Resident Property Owner, Other (renters and property owners who did not declare a residency status), and All
Respondents. Categorizing data in this way allows one to see certain trends among various demographics, but these
residency status categories are not always distinct or mutually exclusive. Three respondents selected more than one
residency status. Therefore, the total number in the "All Respondents" category may reflect a slightly higher number than
all respondents who answered that particular question.

Initial Conclusions
In reviewing the results of this survey, Planning and Land Use Commissioners made some initial conclusions that they felt
worth noting.
Throughout various parts of the survey, many respondents expressed a desire to work towards a more sustainable
community. Many also expressed their dislike for the long commute for services and groceries and the carbon footprint
this creates. Several respondents suggested that a convenience store would make Castle Valley more sustainable by
lessening the amount of driving. Planning and Land Use Commissioners have considered this issue at length and while it
may seem like an easy solution, they also recognize that commercial uses would pose a significant impact to the quality of
life that so many value and would present serious challenges such as a low tax base that cannot afford the infrastructure
needed, nor the professional staff required to monitor commercial operations; increased traffic and wear and tear on
Castle Valley Drive and side roads from delivery trucks; the lack of a water delivery and sewer system and an
uncontained aquifer that makes our drinking water unusually vulnerable; and the infeasibility of developing a water
delivery system and waste-water treatment facility. As the Town updates it’s General Plan, it will be important to explore
how Castle Valley can become more sustainable without creating additional challenges or putting at risk the quality of life
that makes the Town so valuable to so many of its property owners and residents.
Findings show that future growth will continue at a modest rate. Since most of the undeveloped lots in the Town are on
steeper sloped properties with poorer water quality, it will be important to consider these factors in future planning.
While findings regarding septic systems did not show a significant number of older systems needing to be pumped, there
are still some areas of concern. Therefore, it will be important to continue to educate property owners about effective
maintenance practices and to provide information about grants and low-interest loans available for repair or replacement
of older systems. Policies regarding septic systems that a majority of respondents favor should also be considered.
Findings regarding improved communications between the Town Government and the community showed that several
respondents are unaware of the information available on the Town’s website or may not find it very “user friendly.”
Commissioners wondered if it might be useful to have the Clerk provide a brief summary through a blog on the Town’s
website of upcoming topics and recent decisions, with links to the appropriate Meeting Minutes and Agendas, to better
inform the public.
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Findings: Statistics
While most lots have permanent housing (one hundred twenty-three respondents), forty-one non-resident respondents
plan to make Castle Valley their primary residence in the future, with eleven respondents planning to build in the next five
years. An additional seven respondents who did not circle yes or no to the question that asks about becoming a future
resident, wrote “maybe” by this question. However, twenty respondents (49%) of the forty-one respondents planning to
become future residents, already have permanent housing on their lot. These findings seem to indicate that while we will
continue to see some growth with more lots becoming developed, it should be at a modest rate.
S1 Residency Status_____________________________________
Resident
78
Part-time Resident
45
Renter
1
Non-Resident Property Owner
42
Undeclared
29
S2 Average number of people in your Castle Valley household
2.0
S3 Average number of years you have owned land in Castle Valley 16.5
S4 Average number of years you have resided in Castle Valley
12.9
S5 Are you a registered voter in Castle Valley?
Yes 85 (46%) No 98 (54%)
S6 If you are not a resident, do you plan to make Castle Valley your primary residence in the future?
Yes 41 (48%) No 44 (52%)
S7 Are you currently renting out a home that you own in Castle Valley?
Yes 7 (4%)
No 155 (96%)
S8 At what stage of development is your property (circle all that apply)?
Permanent Housing
123
Temporary Housing
16
Actively Building
9
Plan to Build a Residence on Lot in the Next Five Years 11
No Housing on Lot
29

Findings: Section A – Water & Septic
A significant majority of respondents have a well, and many also drink their well water, while less than half treat their
water. Those that do treat their water do so mostly because of water hardness. A smaller percentage of respondents use
water softeners. The most common reason for not having a well was “property is not developed yet.” Reasons that were
selected equally, but less frequently, were “water quality,” “lack of water availability,” and “costs.”
Slightly more than half the respondents favored having a municipal well. A smaller percentage was against, while a
quarter of respondents were neutral. Interestingly, it does not appear that only those with poor water quality support
having a municipal well. Those that seem to have good water quality also expressed support - 52% of the respondents
that do not treat their water also responded that they favored a municipal well. Support for a municipal well has grown in
the last five years. In the 2007 survey, a greater percentage of respondents were against a municipal well (36% in favor,
43% against).
Question A7 generated additional comments with several respondents expressing concern about costs and others that
suggested a user-fee to fund a municipal well for those who need one. Other comments included that it would be unfair to
those that already have wells; that it would encourage development of more lots; that it would bring in non-town users
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creating extra traffic, disturb peace and quiet, and could create a public health liability; and that only a pro-argument was
presented and not the “downsides of a municipal well.”
A similar question was presented in Section H of the survey, asking respondents to prioritize various projects requiring
additional taxes or fees. In Section H, findings regarding support for a municipal well showed similar results to Question
A7 (see table below for comparison).
A1 Do you have a well?
Yes 144 (76%) No 46 (24%)
A2 If yes, do you drink your well water?
Yes 100 (67%) No 50 (33%)
A3 If you do have a well, do you currently treat or filter the water from it?
Yes 60 (41%) No 85 (59%)
A4 Why do you treat/filter your well water (circle all that apply)?
Water hardness
50
Make it healthier to drink 23
Make it potable
16
Don’t treat/filter it
20
Respondents were asked to list other reasons they filter/treat their well water. Write-in responses included
ten respondents who wrote to remove or filter sediment and five that do so for better-tasting water. All written
responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 1.
A5 Do you use a water softener to treat your water?
Yes 32 (21%) No 123 (79%)
A6 If you do not have a well, why not (circle all that apply)?
Poor water quality
10
Lack of water availability
10
Cost of drilling
12
Have not developed property yet
27
Respondents were asked to list other reasons for not having a well. Write-in responses included the impact
of drilling on a sensitive ecosystem on rim side; unknown water availability on ridge side; prefer to get water from
the spring; have an old dry well - never proved; drilled but didn't get water; sharing well water on neighboring
property; and well not used - have artesian spring with better water. All written responses to this question can be
found in Appendix B, page 1.
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A7 If a suitable site could be located, would you favor the Town spending money to install and maintain a municipal well
and pump (not a Valley-wide water distribution system) for self-service fills, especially those with wells not producing
potable water (such a municipal well would be considered a public water system if it serves an average of at least 25
individuals daily, at least 60 days out of the year, and would thereby give the Town’s aquifer greater protection under the
State’s Water Source Protection Program)?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
52 (28%)
48 (26%)
46 (25%)
14 (8%)
24 (13%)

Question A7 and H11 Comparison Table
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
Neutral

Q - A7
21%
54%
25%

Question H11 – Municipal Well
28% 0 (Do Not Favor)
52% Medium to High Priority

Questions A8 and A9
Respondents were informed that septic systems pose one of the biggest potential threats to our aquifer and were asked to
answer questions about when their septic system was installed and when it was last pumped to help us learn more about
the health of existing systems. As a general rule, it is recommended to inspect tanks every three to five years and to
pump out solids when sludge and scum takes up more than 35% of your tank's volume.
Findings regarding these two questions showed that most resident respondents with older septic systems have pumped
within the recommended time frame. Forty-three residents responded to having installed septic systems over fifteen
years ago, of which: two have not pumped in over fifteen years; five have never pumped; and ten do not know when they
last pumped (see table below). Two residents said they did not know when their system was installed, one of which has
pumped in the last 0-5 years while the other did not know when it was last pumped. Fourteen respondents in the “other”
category (renters and those that did not declare a residency status) have installed septic systems over fifteen years ago.
Four of which have never pumped. Another respondent from the “other” category did not know when their septic system
was installed or when it was last pumped. While findings show some areas of concern (see blue highlighted numbers in
tables below), they do not present a significantly alarming number. There are also a number of systems that we do not
have much information about. According to the 2010 census, the Town has one hundred and seventy housing units that
are occupied by resident property owners or renters. Only seventy-eight permanent resident households and one renter
submitted a survey. Forty respondents did not answer questions A8 or A9: two were residents, twenty-eight were parttime residents or non-resident property owners, and ten were in the “other” category.
Part-time residents and non-resident property owners who use septic systems less frequently do not present as great a
concern. Many respondents from these two resident categories stated that their septic systems were hardly or never
used. Findings show that twenty-nine respondents from these two resident categories have installed septic systems over
fifteen years ago of which: four have not pumped in over fifteen years; six have never pumped; and six do not know when
they last pumped (see table below). Two additional respondents from these two resident categories said they did not
know when their system was installed or when it was last pumped.
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A8 When was your septic system installed?
Total
0-5 years
5-10 years
10 – 15 years
Over 15 years
Don’t Know
Blank (did not answer)

19 (10%)
23 (12%)
22 (12%)
83 (43%)
5 (3%)
40 (21%)

Resident

Part-time Resident

7 (9%)
12 (15%)
11 (14%)
43 (55%)
2 (3%)
3 (4%)

5 (11%)
5 (11%)
8 (18%)
20 (44%)
2 (4%)
5 (11%)

Non-resident
6 (14%)
3 (7%)
2 (5%)
9 (21%)
0 (0%)
22 (52%)

Other (renter or
undeclared)
1 (3%)
3 (10%)
1 (3%)
14 (47%)
1 (3%)
10 (33%)

A9 When was your septic system last pumped?
Total
0-5 years
5-10 years
10 – 15 years
Over 15 years
Never
Don’t Know
Blank (did not answer)

46 (24%)
16 (8%)
5 (3%)
6 (3%)
56 (30%)
23 (12%)
40 (21%)

Resident
32 (41%)
5 (6%)
2 (3%)
` 2 (3%)
22 (28%)
13 (17%)
2 (4%)
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Part-time Resident
4 (9%)
4 (9%)
3 (7%)
3 (7%)
16 (36%)
8 (18%)
7 (16%)

Non-resident
2 (5%)
3 (7%)
1 (2%)
2 (5%)
12 (29%)
1 (2%)
21 (50%)

Other (renter or
undeclared)
8 (27%)
4 (13%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
7 (23%)
1 (3%)
10 (33%)
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Septic Installed Over 15 years ago
Resident

Last Pumped 0-5 years
5-10 years
10 – 15 years
Over 15 years
Never
Don’t Know

Part-time Resident

Non-resident

43 (55%)

18 (4%)

8 (19%)

19 (44%)
5 (12%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)*
5 (12%)*
10 (23%)*

3 (17%)
3 (17%)
1 (6%)
2 (11%)*
5 (28%)*
4 (22%)*

2 (25%)
2 (25%)
1 (13%)
1 (5%)*
0 (0%)*
2 (25%)*

Part-time Resident

Non-resident

Other (renter or
undeclared)
14 (47%)
7 (50%)
3 (21%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
4 (29%)*
0 (0%)

Don’t Know When Septic Installed
Resident

Last Pumped 0-5 years
Don’t Know

Other (renter or
undeclared)

2 (3%)

2 (4%)

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

1 (50%)
1 (50%)*

0 (0%)
2 (4%)*

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
1 (3%)*

* denotes areas of concern
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Questions A10 and A11
Respondents were asked if they favored specific septic monitoring practices. While most respondents favor requiring a
certificate upon sale of property, it is by a smaller majority than many other action questions. Similarly, most favor
requiring risers for new construction, but by a smaller majority than many other action questions. Interestingly, both
Questions A10 and A11 had a higher “neutral” response compared to other action questions.
A similar question was presented in Section I.2 of the survey, asking respondents to prioritize various issues they believe
the Town should make a high priority to develop or improve upon. Developing or improving septic regulations received
the third highest ranking overall for items inquired about in Section I.2, and showed an even greater level of support than
findings for Questions A10 and A11 (see table below for comparison).
A10 Do you favor a Town regulation requiring a certificate of septic pumping, or a statement by a company that performs
septic pumping stating that the system is properly functioning, upon sale of property?
Strongly in Favor
30 (16%)

In Favor
51 (28%)

Neutral
56 (30%)

Against
22 (12%)

Strongly Against
25 (14%)

Question A10 and I.2 Comparison Table
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
Neutral

Q - A10
26%
44%
30%

Question I.2 – Septic Regulations
11% 0 (Do Not Favor)
72% Medium to High Priority

A11 Do you favor the Town requiring risers on septic tanks on new construction? (Risers would bring the surface
of the tank closer to the ground surface allowing easier access for monitoring and pumping of septic systems with an
approximate cost of $100 - $300 depending on length of riser needed.)
Strongly in Favor
23 (13%)

In Favor
70 (38%)
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60 (33%)

Against
18 (10%)

Strongly Against
13 (7%)
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Question A11 and I.2 Comparison Table
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
Neutral

Q - A11
17%
51%
33%

Question I.2 – Septic Regulations
11% 0 (Do Not Favor)
72% Medium to High Priority

Findings: Section B - Agriculture & Livestock
While an overwhelming majority of respondents feel that rural character and/or natural landscaping contribute to the
reasons they have property or enjoy living in Castle Valley, reasons such as agriculture and livestock received split results
– half for and half against. One respondent qualified Question B1 with, “Yes, but limit the numbers.” Another answered
yes to B1 but wrote “yes” next to agriculture and “no” next to livestock. Still, nearly half the respondents feel that
“agriculture and livestock” are contributing reasons for having property in Castle Valley. Three questions in this Section
(Questions B3, B4 and B6) asked if respondents favored the Town encouraging, educating, or continuing to spend money
on specific tasks related to agriculture, all of which received broad support.
Regarding spending money and sponsoring events on invasive noxious weeds, one respondent expressed support for
education, but opposed automatic continuation of past programs, stating that each potential expenditure should be
evaluated and approved in an open meeting. Another respondent advised that the Town should be sure to use State and
Federal resources first. Yet another respondent suggested prioritizing management of noxious weeds and emphasizing
retention of native plant communities. With regards to the Town educating others on effective and non-toxic grasshopper
control, one respondent suggested that individuals or the garden club take on this task.
B1 Do you feel that agriculture and livestock contribute to the reasons you have property in Castle Valley or enjoy living
here?
Yes 93 (50%) No 94 (50%)
B2 Do you feel that rural character and/or natural landscaping conditions contribute to the reasons you have property in
Castle Valley or enjoy living here?
Yes 185 (98%) No 3 (2%)
B3 Do you favor the Town continuing to spend money and sponsoring events on invasive noxious weed education and
removal?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
47 (25%)
85 (45%)
36 (19%)
14 (7%)
6 (3%)
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B4 Do you favor educating and encouraging property owners to use non-toxic herbicides and/or pesticides on their
property?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
81 (43%)
64 (34%)
30 (16%)
11 (6%)
3 (2%)

B5 Do you currently use non-organic herbicides and/or pesticides on your property?
Yes 39 (22%) No 142 (78%)
B6 Do you favor the Town educating and sponsoring events on effective and non-toxic grasshopper control for property
owners?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
51 (27%)
88 (47%)
39 (21%)
9 (5%)
2 (1%)

Findings: Section C - Quality of Life
An overwhelming majority of respondents favor the Town keeping SITLA/BLM lands in the upper part of the valley from
being developed. A few suggested doing so in collaboration with other conservation groups and to use responsible
agencies as much as possible. A large majority of respondents are not concerned about dust on their road. One
respondent suggested using magnesium to control dust and another asked about the EPA ruling on dust.
Questions C3 regarding senior housing options received the least amount of support of all action questions on the survey
but also received the highest number of “neutral” responses.
This question was asked because we have a predominantly older population. The 2010 census stated that 69% of
residents were over 50 years old, presenting a unique demographic. Looking ahead, the Planning and Land Use
Commission wondered what kind of housing or other planning issues this might present and included an open-ended
question in order to generate ideas about the topic (see write-in responses below).
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C1 If the BLM/SITLA land swap does not go through would you favor the Town pursuing all possible options to keep these
open lands in the upper part of the valley from being developed?
Yes 166 (91%) No 16 (9%)

C2 Is dust control on your road a concern?
Yes 58 (32%) No 124 (68%)
C3 Do you favor the Town exploring senior housing options for Castle Valley residents?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
8 (4%)
35 (19%)
73 (40%)
37 (20%)

Strongly Against
30 (16%)

Respondents who answered yes to the Town exploring senior housing options were also asked to list the
kinds of senior housing they would support. Twenty respondents supported assisted living. Sixteen
respondents supported multi-family dwellings, with three respondents qualifying this support as being for “motherin-law” apartments, another stating that it should only be for seniors, while several others said multi-family
dwellings should be small and conform to community building standards and should not be constructed apartment
buildings or businesses. Six respondents wrote, “none” and two other respondents stated they specifically did not
want to see multiple/apartment style housing. Three respondents suggested further research to determine senior
needs, explore possibilities, or discuss pros and cons. Two respondents suggested allowing second dwellings for
this but of limited size, and two other respondents suggested group housing or a senior care center. One
respondent suggested matching elders with supportive families and another commented that the one in Moab is
“going broke” and suggested allowing “examples for temporary second dwellings and let families take care of their
own.” All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 1.
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Finding: Section D – Economy
A significant majority of respondents do not currently have, nor do they plan to add, a home-based business in the future.
D1 Do you currently have a home-based business in Castle Valley?
Yes 27 (14%) No 163 (86%)
D2 Do you plan to add a new home-based business in Castle Valley in the future?
Yes 15 (8%) No 165 (92%)
D3 a) Respondents were asked to list what type of home or premises occupations and associated activities are:
appropriate for Castle Valley. There were one hundred eight responses. Seventy-three respondents said in essence:
“Those occupations that do not impact neighbors via traffic, dust, noise, visitation, toxic materials/fluids, views, water
quality and quantity.” Small-scale agriculture, especially organic, was mentioned as a positive Castle Valley occupation in
twenty-three posts. This is basically the standard that Castle Valley has been using as guidance for its conditional use
permit process and it seems that most residents are in agreement with this. Thirty-five respondents were more laissez
faire, and would allow more commercial enterprise, including a convenience store/gas station, coffee shop, more bed &
breakfasts, auto repair, etc. It could be summed up by the comment: “I think the town needs to relax about what people
do on their own property.” A few people didn’t know or didn’t care. All written responses to this question can be found in
Appendix B, page 2.
D3 b) Respondents were asked to list what type of home or premises occupations and associated activities are
inappropriate for Castle Valley. There were one hundred fourteen responses. The answers were inverse to the first
question, summed up by the comment: “Anything that adds noise, toxins or added traffic that affects the neighbors.”
There was a particular emphasis on how many employees a business could have, with suggested limits ranging from one
to ten. Traffic was a major factor. Trailer parks, condos, and hotels were also mentioned as being not welcome. Pig
farms, dairy farms, excessive animals, roosters, kennels, and large-scale agriculture were also deemed inappropriate by
many respondents. Big box stores and retail outlets were also listed. All written responses to this question can be found
in Appendix B, page 3.

Finding: Section E – Ordinance & Enforcement
A significant majority of respondents currently have no problems with neighbors’ lighting, barking dogs, or dogs running
loose in the Town; however, eight respondents qualified their affirmative answers with “occasionally” or “sometimes” and
five respondents qualified their negative responses with “sometimes” or “once in a while.” A respondent said that the
word “currently” was a limiting word; another respondent said that he/she had a problem with a neighbor’s light but talked
with him/her and it was fixed; another respondent commented that they had a problem with the LDS ward’s and the Town
building’s outdoor lights; a respondent said “no” to having a problem with barking dogs but is bothered by them when out
walking; another said that cats were a bigger problem. Two respondents said that they had a problem with loud roosters.
Findings to Questions E1, E2, and E3 were broken down to specifically show residents’ responses, since this
demographic would be more consistently affected by neighbor’s lights, barking dogs, or dogs running loose. In fact,
several non-resident respondents wrote things such as “don’t know” or “n/a - don’t live here” by these questions. Only
Question E3, inquiring about problems with dogs running loose, showed any substantive difference between residents’
responses and all respondents, with residents having a slightly greater problem than all respondents (see table below).
Question E4 regarding a leash law and animal control services was one of four action questions that did not receive a
majority of respondents “in favor” and was very closely divided. A similar question was presented in Section H of the
survey, asking respondents to prioritize various projects that may require additional taxes or fees. However, it only
inquired about animal control services and did not ask about a leash law. Section H showed an even greater degree of
opposition than findings for Question E4 (see table below for comparison).
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Findings to Question E4 were also delineated to specifically show residents’ responses, as this demographic might be
more consistently affected by a leash law. Residents’ responses showed results that were even more closely divided,
with a slight majority “in favor” (see table below).
A significant majority is satisfied with the Town’s current enforcement policy. Of the small number of respondents who
said they were part of a Town complaint/resolution process, most said they were not satisfied with the results. The most
common reason for dissatisfaction was that the violation was allowed to continue. Also, the most common regulation
involved was one that prohibits short-term rentals. There seems to be some confusion though with the two questions
regarding involvement in the complaint resolution process (Questions E6 and E7). Seven respondents who answered
“no” to being part of a complaint resolution process also responded to the question asking whether or not they were
satisfied with the results. Three respondents who said they had been part of a complaint resolution process did not
answer the question inquiring whether or not they had been satisfied with the results.
Several general comments were made saying that the Town should make a greater effort to enforce its ordinances,
especially those related to the accumulation of junk. One respondent suggested that a letter be sent to violators giving
the contact information of businesses that will take “junk” for free as scrap metal. Three respondents commented that it
was unfair to ask neighbors to complain as a trigger for enforcement and that the Town should enforce its ordinances on
its own rather than waiting for complaints and not pit neighbor against neighbor.
E1 Do you currently have a problem with your
Total Respondents
Yes
27 (15%)
No
154 (85%)

neighbor’s lighting?
Residents
15 (19%)*
63 (81%)*

E2 Do you currently have a problem with barking dogs?
Total Respondents
Residents
Yes
41 (23%)
18 (23%)*
No
138 (77%)
60 (77%)*
E3 Do you currently have a problem with dogs
Total Respondents
Yes
44 (25%)
No
132 (75%)

running loose in the Town?
Residents
26 (34%)*
51 (66%)*

*Percentage of all “Residents” who answered the question

E4 Do you favor the Town amending its Animal Control Ordinance to include a leash law in order to receive animal control
services?
Total Respondents
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
28 (15%)
39 (21%)
45 (24%)
34 (18%)
40 (22%)
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Question E4 and H1 Comparison Table
Q – E4
Total Resident
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined) 40%
39%*
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
36%
41%*
Neutral
24%
21%*

Question H4 – Animal Control
43% 0 (Do Not Favor)
30% Medium to High Priority

*Percentage of all “Residents” who answered the question

E5 Are you satisfied with the Town’s current enforcement policy? (The policy seeks to solve ordinance violations first
through discussion and mediation rather than Town-initiated inspections, enforcement letters and injunctions, or fines. It
requires citizens to file a complaint in order to initiate a review process before a Complaint Resolution Board. For more
information please go to the following link on the Town’s website: http://www.castlevalleyutah.com/complaintprocess.cfm_
Yes 130 (81%) No 30 (19%)
E6 Have you ever been a part of a Town complaint/resolution process?
Yes 19 (10%) No 165 (90%)
E7 If yes, were you satisfied with the results?
Yes 7 (30%) No 16 (70%)
E8 Respondents who answered no, that they were not satisfied with the results, were asked to explain their
answer. Seven respondents indicated that they were not satisfied because the violation was allowed to continue. One
respondent asked, “Why have unenforceable ordinances?” Another respondent complained that it “has no teeth,” and
still another asserted, “The town does not like complainers and sympathizes with illegal businesses.” One respondent
alleged that the process seemed politically motivated, while another expressed concern that the complaint resolution
process creates inequalities for “who gets pegged”; but that, once it is initiated, it has the potential to work. All written
responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 5.
E9 Respondents who answered yes, that they were involved in a complaint/resolution process, were asked to list
what Town regulation it involved. The most common regulation listed was prohibiting short-term rentals (five
respondents). Two other respondents said that animal control violations were involved. Three respondents stated that a
“nuisance” or “noise” was involved, and three other respondents listed junk cars or trash. Other regulations involved a
business without a permit, “no construction permit,” and “lights.” All written responses to this question can be found in
Appendix B, page 5.
E10 Respondents were asked if there were any Town ordinances or regulations that they disagree with and if so
how would they change them. Twelve respondents answered no, or none that they could think of that they disagreed
with or wanted changed. Four respondents stated that we already have too many regulations. Five respondents implied
that the Town was not vigilant enough in enforcing the ordinances that we do have such as animal control (barking, wild
dogs) and temporary housing. Three respondents stated they did not want a fencing ordinance. One respondent stated
that 85-3 allows too many animals per lot. Three respondents wanted larger or no limits on house size while one
individual wanted the Town to allow for a smaller house size. One respondent disagreed with regulations that require a
conditional use permit for above ground water storage tanks and windmills. Two respondents stated that we need some
commercial zoning. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 6.
E11 Respondents were asked if there were any new ordinances or regulations that they think the Town should
adopt. Twenty-two respondents stated no to the idea of new ordinances and some of these added comments such as,
“There are too many ordinances not enforced already.” Several people said they were satisfied with our current
ordinances; however, one person commented that enforcement still seems to be tough to achieve. Two respondents want
the Town to address the issue of water and one of these suggested a comprehensive watershed and environmental
protection ordinance. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 6.
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Finding: Section F – Community Life and Sustainable Living
Respondents were asked to choose from a list of options regarding possible ways to regulate alternative energy
structures. The majority of respondents favor the Town developing regulations. The most frequently selected choice was
to regulate for noise/glare, next by height, then by overall size, and last, to allow exceptions through a conditional use
process. Fifty-eight respondents out of one hundred eighty-one did not favor having any regulations on these types of
structures. The last option to choose (conditional use process) may have been confusing to some respondents as it was
much longer in length than other possible choices and close to the section that asked respondents to list “other”
suggested ways to regulate these structures. However, sixteen respondents expressed opposition to allowing exceptions
through a conditional use process, by writing “no” next to this choice, with four additional respondents asking who would
justify these exceptions and how would they be determined.
Respondents significantly favored having cell phone service in the Valley. Comments were made by four respondents
who stated that they would only support this service if the cell tower was camouflaged, non-invasive, or incorporated into
the landscape. Others expressed concerns about costs and about what role the Town might play in bringing this service
here. One respondent suggested that property owners can purchase a cell booster for better service. Another
respondent commented that as our population ages, “cell phone coverage becomes more important for health and safety
reasons.”
F1 Do you favor the Town regulating alternative energy structures that use renewable resource such as windmills, solar
panels and solar hot water heaters (circle all that you favor):
To Mitigate Glare/Noise
100
By Height
77
By Overall Size
67
Do not Favor any Regulations
58
To Allow Property Owners to Exceed a Set Size/Height Limit for Alternative Energy
24
Structures Through a Conditional Use Permit if a Larger System can be Justified

Respondents were asked to list other suggested ways to regulate these structures. Nine comments
seemed to indicate being in favor of some type of application process that would consider each on a case by case
basis or take into account visibility, appearance, neighbor’s concerns, setbacks regarding location of structures, or
design reviews. Two respondents expressed support for regulations as long as they are reasonable. Three
respondents wrote that they do not favor windmills or wind generators. One comment stated, “Lets look at a 20
year picture - community efforts should be harnessed.” Another comment stated that glare should be defined as a
nuisance. One other respondent said, “need to know options for alternative structures.” All written responses to
this question can be found in Appendix B, page 7.
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F2 Do you favor having cell phone service in the Valley?
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
83 (44%)
61 (33%)
25 (13%)

Against
8 (4%)

Strongly Against
10 (5%)

F3 Should the Town sponsor more opportunities for community gatherings and events?
Yes 59 (45%) No 72 (55%)

Respondents who answered yes were asked to list the type of gathering/events the Town should
sponsor. Responses varied widely and were difficult to summarize. All written responses to this question can be
found in Appendix B, page 8.

Finding: Section G – Government
While respondents significantly favor the Town being proactive in addressing regional issues that may affect the quality of
life in Castle Valley, they are more opposed and divided regarding the Town passing resolutions that support a political
point of view on national issues. Several comments were made stating specific issues the Town should be proactive
against such as Green River nuclear power plant, oil and gas fracking, tar sands drilling, coal plants, issues that limit
personal liberties, and smart meters. Others commented that it depends on the issue, that they would support some
national or local issues but not others. One respondent expressed the need to consider the Town’s reputation and how
such actions/resolutions might be perceived and its impacts on state and local levels; another stated that it would depend
on “how representative any view is of the whole.”
Findings to Question G1 were broken down to specifically show residents’ responses and for Question G2, to specifically
show registered voters’ responses. Neither question showed a significant difference between any of these categories.
The most common way that respondents receive news about the Town government is through Town mailings. This is a
concern as the Town sends out very few mailings. The next most common way is through the Times Independent’s
“Castle Valley Comments.” Other commonly cited ways that respondents get their news were the Town website, word of
mouth, or by email. Less common ways were by attending meetings, Town bulletin boards, and by talking with Town
Officials and Staff. One respondent gets news about the Town through a local newspaper.
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Written responses to Question G4 asked respondents to list ways for improved communication between the Town
government and the community. Although the responses were varied, it seems that the Town could do a better job at
communicating with property owners, especially those who are not permanent residents, about the types of information
available via the Town website. Several respondents asked that the Town send information that can already be found
there. Also, six respondents suggested the Town provide a brief summary of meetings through a periodic newsletter or
blog.
G1 Do you favor the Town being proactive in addressing broader regional issues that have the potential to affect the
quality of life in Castle Valley (i.e. water quality, air quality, rural character, peace and quiet, enjoyment of natural
surroundings, open space)?
Total Respondents
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
70 (38%)
71 (38%)
25 (13%)
8 (4%)
12 (7%)

Question G1 Comparison Table - Total Respondents vs. Residents
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
Neutral

Total Respondents
11%
76%
13%

Residents
15%*
75%*
11%*

*Percentage of all “Residents” who answered the question

G2 Do you favor the Town passing any future resolutions that support a political point of view on national issues that have
the potential to affect Castle Valley residents?
Total Respondents
Strongly in Favor
In Favor
Neutral
Against
Strongly Against
17 (9%)
46 (26%)
43 (24%)
25 (14%)
49 (27%)
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Question G2 Comparison Table - Total Respondents vs. Registered Voters
Against (“strongly against” and “against” responses combined)
Favor (“strongly in favor” and “in favor” combined)
Neutral

Total Respondents Registered Voters
41%
40%*
35%
40%*
24%
19%*

*Percentage of all “Registered Voters” who answered the question

G3 How do you receive news about the Town government (circle all that apply)?
Town Mailings
TI’s Castle Valley Comments
Town Website
Email
Attending Meetings

99
84
46
27
17

“Other” Write-in Responses
Word of Mouth
35
Town Bulletin Boards
6
Do Not Receive Any
4
Prefer Via Email
3
From Town Officials/Staff 2
Local Newspaper
1

Respondents were asked to list other ways that they receive news about the Town Government. Thirty-five
respondents said that they receive news by some form of verbal communication with neighbors, friends, by word
of mouth, as gossip, or through the “rumor mill.” Six respondents get their news from the Town bulletin boards or
Town Meeting Agendas. Four respondents said they do not receive any news at all and three said that they
would prefer information be sent via email. Two respondents get information by talking with Town Officials or
Staff and one respondent gets news about the Town through a local newspaper. All written responses to this
question can be found in Appendix B, page 8.
G4 Respondents were asked to list suggestions to encourage improved communication between the Town
government and the community. Responses varied widely and were difficult to summarize. All written responses to this
question can be found in Appendix B, page 9.
G5 Respondents were asked to list suggestions to encourage more participation in Town government. Responses
varied widely and were difficult to summarize. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 9.
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Finding: Section H – Capital Improvement Projects and Other New Services
This Section asked respondents to prioritize a list of twelve projects or services that may require additional taxes or fees in
order to fund by rating each with the following: 0 = Do Not Favor if Additional Fees/Taxes are Needed to Fund; 1= Low
Priority; 2 = Medium Priority; or 3 = High Priority. “Emergency medical services” received the highest priority, next was
“improvement of the road base,” and third was “purchase of needed equipment for the road department.”
Additional comments made included a suggestion that the Town could organize volunteers to drive people to Moab in lieu
of a commuter van and a respondent who voiced a concern that a recycling service pick-up would become a garbage
dump. Several respondents suggested that a user fee be implemented for a municipal well or that a study be funded to
research this service. Three respondents who gave “children’s playground equipment” a 0 rating said they would rate it a
3 (high priority) if it included a pool.
The table below lists each potential project or new service by average priority ranking.
1. Emergency Medical Services on call in Castle Valley
0=35 (20%)

1=37 (21%)

Avg. = 1.71
2=58 (28%)

3=56 (31%)

2. Improvement of road base to limit frost damage along problem areas of Castle Valley Drive
0=33 (19%)

1=40 (23%)

2=60 (34%)

3=44 (25%)

3. Purchase of additional needed equipment, such as a backhoe, for the Town Road Department
0=35 (20%)

1=38 (22%)

2=74 (43%)

1=26 (15%)

2=42 (24%)

1=36 (20%)

Avg. = 1.50
2=44 (25%)

3=48 (27%)

6. Side road improvement and drainage work beyond what is currently budgeted
0=46 (26%)

1=53 (30%)

2=44 (26%)

Avg. = 1.38
3=35 (20%)

7. General commuter van/bus service between Castle Valley and Moab
0=69 (39%)

1=44 (25%)

2=36 (20%)

Avg. = 1.15
3=30 (17%)

8. Animal Control
0=76 (43%)

Avg. = 1.00
1=47 (27%)

2=32 (18%)

3=22 (12%)

9. Improvement of bulletin board and mailbox area including the addition of a covered waiting area
0=67 (38%)

1=60 (34%)

2=36 (20%)

1=57 (32%)

Avg. = 0.84
2=19 (11%)

3=18 (10%)

11. Children’s playground equipment on the Town lot
0=90 (51%)

1=46 (26%)

Avg. = 0.80
2=30 (17%)

3=12 (7%)

12. Landscaping and beautification of Castle Valley Drive Cemetery beyond what is currently budgeted
0=113 (63%)

1=44 (25%)
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Avg. = 0.99

3=15 (8%)

10. Commuter van/bus to Moab Regional Hospital
0=83 (47%)

Avg. = 1.51

3=53 (30%)

5. Municipal well and pump for self-service fills
0=50 (28%)

Avg. = 1.53

3=26 (15%)

4. Monthly/bi-monthly recycling in the Town sponsored by a company such as Green Solutions
0=57 (32%)

Avg. = 1.65

2=18 (10%)

Avg. = 0.50

3=3 (2%)
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Finding: Section I.1 – Let Your Voice Be Heard
This Section asked respondents to prioritize a list of thirteen community values and policies that they believe the Town
should continue to protect and maintain by rating each with the following: 0 = Do Not Favor Continuing to Protect and
Maintain; 1= Low Priority; 2 = Medium Priority; or 3 = High Priority. “Protection of the aquifer” received the highest priority,
next was “five-acre minimum lot size,” and third was “water quality.” Other indicators that support these top three ranking
community values and policies were the very low number of respondents that gave them a zero (0) rating. In fact, very few
zero ratings were given by respondents for any of the items in this Section.
The table below lists each community value or policy by average priority ranking.
1. Protection of Aquifer
0=3 (2%)

Avg. = 2.80
1=5 (3%)

2=18 (10%)

3=158 (86%)

2. 5-acre Minimum Lot Size
0=2 (1%)

Avg. = 2.79
1=8 (4%)

2=17 (9%)

3=155 (85%)

3. Water Quality
0=6 (3%)

Avg. = 2.68
1=9 (5%)

2=22 (12%)

3=145 (80%)

4. Scenic Views
0=5 (3%)

Avg. = 2.67
1=8 (4%)

5. Tranquility/Silence
0=8 (4%)

2=29 (16%)

3=138 (77%)

______
1=7 (4%)

Avg. = 2.61
2=33 (18%)

3=134 (74%)

6. Open Space
0=7 (4%)

Avg. = 2.59
1=12 (7%)

2=29 (16%)

3=133 (73%)

7. Air Quality
0=10 (6%)

Avg. = 2.54
1=15 (8%)

2=24 (13%)

3=133 (73%)

8. Single Family Dwelling per 5-Acre Lot Maximum Density
0=15 (8%)

1=12 (7%)

2=20 (11%)

Avg. = 2.52
3=137 (74%)

9. Wild Life Habitat
0=10 (5%)

Avg. =2.37
1=25 (14%)

2=37 (20%)

3=113 (61%)

10. No Commercial Development Beyond What is Currently Allowed
0=26 (14%)

1=17 (9%)

2=25 (14%)

Avg. = 2.24
3=112 (62%)

11. Sustainable Agriculture
0=17 (9%)

Avg. =2.05
1=35 (19%)

2=50 (28%)

3=78 (43%)

12. Renewable Energy Technologies
0=20 (11%)

1=29 (16%)

Avg. = 2.02
2=56 (31%)

3=73 (41%)

13. Sustainable Community Practices
0=22 (14%)

1=28 (17%)
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Respondents were asked to list other high priority community values not listed above. Seven respondents
expressed support for continued protection of the dark night skies in Castle Valley. Six respondents advocated
for a general store, justifying their position on a variety of fronts with a few citing that it would be more sustainable
by lessening the amount of commuting. Another respondent stated that it might bring in more tourists which is
“not so good.” One suggested partnering with Red Cliff’s Lodge, while two others stated that without a general
store we are not a real community, “just a bunch of houses.” Five respondents listed that clearing “junk” and
maintaining the overall appearance of individual lots was needed. Three respondents listed, “fight oil and gas
development,” such as fracking or tar sands development, that could impact water quality and quantity. Three
other respondents advocated for less regulations with limited government and lower taxes. All written responses
to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 10.

Finding: Section I.2 – Let Your Voice Be Heard
This Section asked respondents to prioritize a list of seven issues that they believe the Town should make a high priority
to develop or improve upon by rating each with the following: 0 = Do Not Favor Continuing to Develop or Improve Upon;
1= Low Priority; 2 = Medium Priority; or 3 = High Priority. “Fire prevention & suppression” received the highest priority,
next was “emergency preparedness,” and third was “septic regulations.”
The table below lists each issue by average priority ranking.
1. Fire Prevention & Suppression
0=5 (3%)

1=14 (8%)

Avg. = 2.54
2=39 (22%)

3=122 (68%)

2. Emergency Preparedness
0=12 (7%)

Avg. = 2.02
1=36 (21%)

2=64 (37%)

3=63 (36%)

3. Septic Regulations
0=20 (11%)

Avg. = 2.02
1=29 (17%)

2=54 (31%)

3=72 (41%)

4. Livestock Limits
0=29 (17%)

Avg. = 1.95
1=27 (16%)

5. Evacuation Policies and Plans
0=15 (9%)

1=50 (29%)

2=41 (24%)

3=76 (44%)

_
2=56 (33%)

Avg. = 1.83
3=51 (30%)

6. Housing Types & Sizes Allowed
0=42 (24%)

1=32 (18%)

Avg. = 1.59
2=57 (33%)

3=44 (25%)

7. Valley Trail System
0=51 (29%)

Avg. = 1.28
1=51 (29%)

2=42 (24%)

3=29 (17%)

Respondents were asked to list other high priority issues not listed above. Nine respondents said the Town
should address “visual blights” by eliminating “junk” or regulating the types of structures that are allowed. Six
respondents listed flood control or improvement of side roads as high priority issues. Four respondents
advocated for sustainability, asking the Town to promote sustainable construction, renewable energy practices,
rainwater harvesting, or support of native plant pollinators. Another respondent asked for “regulations of
renewable energy devices (solar, wind) so they don't uglify the Valley.” Three respondents advocated for dark
night skies. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 11.
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I.3 Respondents were asked to share any additional concerns or suggestions to help address any issues that
they indicated in I.1 and I.2 above as having a high priority. Five respondents expressed continued support for the
current building size and height limitations. One respondent stated that these regulations are not in keeping with the spirit
of Castle Valley. Four respondents advocated for a commercial area to promote sustainability. One person suggested,
“A co-op would work without setting precedence.” Several respondents said that the town should “not permit lots to be
used to store junk, old vehicles, etc.” A few others stated that there should be regulations on the types of structures
allowed. One respondent stated that livestock limits are important and the current policy is good. Another respondent
asked to prohibit “feed lots,” and one other respondent stated that livestock practices can greatly impact the effect they
have on an area. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 12.

I.4 Respondents were given a link to the Town budget and were asked what the Town should spend less money
on in its overall operating expenses. There were fewer responses to Questions I.4 and I.5 than to other write-in
questions. The Mayor’s salary and Town buildings and equipment were mentioned. A dozen people said the money was
well spent and managed. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 13.

I.5 Respondents were given a link to the Town budget and were asked what the Town should spend more money
on in its overall operating expenses. The overwhelming answer was “ROADS.” Fire suppression and grasshopper
control were also popular responses. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 13.

I.6 Respondents were asked what they like best about life in Castle Valley. Respondents used words such as
“quiet,” “peace,” or “tranquility” one hundred eight times to describe what they like best. “Scenic views,” “beauty,” or
“desert landscape” were mentioned eighty-six times. Forty respondents said that what they like best are the people and
the small-town environment of Castle Valley using phrases such as “strong sense of community,” “help of neighbors,”
“friendliness” or “good people.” Other respondents used words such as “quaint,” “country atmosphere,” or “old fashioned
neighborly town.” One respondent stated, “drivers waving/being known, not being invisible.” Twenty-five respondents
mentioned the dark-night skies, and another twenty-five respondents listed a sense of open space, large lot sizes or lowdensity housing. Nineteen respondents said they liked the rural lifestyle or atmosphere best, with six respondents listing
opportunities for agriculture, gardens or livestock. Words such as “seclusion” or “privacy” were listed eighteen times,
while “remoteness,” “solitude,” or “isolation” were mentioned fourteen times by respondents. Thirteen respondents like
the “wildlife” best. Phrases such as “clean air and water” or “lack of pollution” were listed twelve times by respondents.
Nine respondents said they liked the fact that there are not a lot of strict covenants or regulations, with one person stating
“being able to follow my dreams without input from others.” Nine other respondents like the diversity of people and
lifestyles in Castle Valley using words such as “unique,” “individualistic,” or “interesting.” One respondent listed, “the
variety of social and economic classes” and another respondent liked “the variety of homes.” Six respondents stated that
the “lack of commercial development” is what they like best about life in Castle Valley. All written responses to this
question can be found in Appendix B, page 14.

I.7 Respondents were asked what they like least about life in Castle Valley. Sixteen respondents listed the commute
for services, groceries or to attend social events as what they like least. Several respondents qualified their responses
with statements such as “but we knew that before we built” or “This is the trade off to have the things we like most about
living in C.V.” Seven other respondents specifically listed the lack of a convenience store as what they liked least, and
five other respondents cited “remoteness,” “isolation,” or “inconvenience.” Thirteen residents objected to “junk,”
“unsightly” or “poorly maintained” properties, or “tacky/junky” structures or outbuildings. One respondent disapproved of
housing styles that are “incongruous with landscape.” Five other respondents stated their dislike for “obnoxious” or
“unusually large” houses, “over building” or “second homes.” Ten respondents said they dislike the Town government or
that there are too many rules and regulations. Several respondents criticized those who try to “impose their agenda on
others” or “abuse authority and power.” A few respondents expressed concern about “creeping commercialism” and new
residents who may try to impose “city” rules and regulations before assimilating into the community. Other common items
listed include bright or intrusive lighting, barking dogs, lack of cell phone reception and bad internet service, weeds, bugs
(especially grasshoppers), poor water quality, lack of garbage or recycling services provided by the Town, and lack of
public transportation. All written responses to this question can be found in Appendix B, page 15.
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I.8 Respondents were asked about their vision for the Valley. How would you want Castle Valley to look 20 years
from now? What would you like to have stay the same? What would you like to have change? After analyzing the
responses to this question by looking at the different categories of resident, part-time resident, and non-resident property
owners, it is obvious that there are certain values that are overwhelmingly endorsed by property owners of all categories.
These values include: rural atmosphere, remain a quiet, beautiful scenic place, clean air and water, dark night sky,
maintain five-acre minimum lot size. One respondent commented, “Keep it the same as much as possible. Stay out of
things we can’t control and follow up on complaint issues.” Even though many property owners and residents do not want
more ordinances, they want the Town to enforce the ordinances we have. Some commented that they would like to see
less junk on lots. One respondent stated, “Diversity is fine-but neatness counts.” There were many comments about
working towards a more sustainable community, encouraging sustainable agriculture and renewable energies. Some
commented about continuing to improve our infrastructure and roads and also suggested additional ideas for improving
the community lot. There are a number of property owners that would like to have a small commercial district in Castle
Valley. There are also a number of respondents who expressed their desire to not have any commercial development.
There were a few suggestions made by part-time or non-resident property owners that the Town should pursue the idea of
having a city water system, paved streets and a sewage system. All written responses to this question can be found in
Appendix B, page 17.
Respondents were asked to list any question that they found unclear or ambiguous in order to help further
evaluate this survey. Three respondents commented about Question G2, regarding the Town passing resolutions on
political national issues. One respondent asked, “What is political?” Another respondent stated that supporting an
unspecified point of view is not likely to garner much support but issues affecting everyday life might. A third respondent
does not favor resolutions that are partisan in nature; but does support those that a person of any political party could
abide by, such as the issue regarding corporate personhood. Three other respondents said that the community value,
“sustainable community practices” in Section I.1 , was ambiguous. Another respondent asked, “What are sustainable
community practices?” Two respondents stated that they found Sections I.1 and I.2 confusing to answer. Another
respondent stated that, regarding the issue of “housing types and sizes” in Section I.2, “improvement” could be taken in a
number of different ways. Other responses varied widely and are difficult to summarize. All written responses to this
question can be found in Appendix B, page 20.
Respondents were told to use the additional lines on the last page of the survey for write-in questions that
require more space to answer. Additional write-in responses can be found in Appendix B, page 21.
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